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NHS Students, 
We've had four weeks of remote learning so far and learned a lot from this time. As we look 
ahead to the next seven weeks (or four for seniors), we will make a few adjustments to 
strengthen our plan even more. You will begin to see these changes in the upcoming week, 

and ALL teachers and classes will have them fully implemented during the week of May 11th. 
 

We've learned from a range of feedback that both teachers and students find our weekly 
schedule works well overall, so we are not changing the basic format. We still want to provide 
you with structured opportunities to connect with each other and with the adults at NHS - and 

we want to build even more on that - while also providing you the independent time to 
complete your assignments when it works for your schedule. Flexibility within a structure has 

been our primary goal from the beginning, and we will continue that approach. 
 

   Here is our updated plan 

   Here is an updated document to help plan your week (you'll be prompted to make a copy) 
 
Our goal with the adjustments was to increase the opportunity to connect with adults during 
the week, so you will now have In Person Class Sessions on Tuesdays or Thursdays for ALL 

classes and additional time to get further support during X-block on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays (just email your teacher to request a meeting or they may invite you to one). We 

believe that building on the structures that we are all now accustomed to (like our 
Tuesday/Thursday schedule) and enhancing the supports and contact around that time is our 
best schedule moving forward. We have found clear value in time together through Google 

Meet and Zoom and we also recognize there is a limit to how much time in that format can be 
productive. Our schedule increases it in a very reasonable and targeted manner.  

 
Some things will not change. Students are still expected to take part in class sessions. 

Students are also still expected to complete all assignments. With your school work now 
reduced due to remote learning, the assignments teachers are providing highlight the most 
essential aspects of each course and will make sure students are prepared for the courses and 

challenges ahead. Not completing the work will mean you are behind your classmates in 
essential learning and skills. When you have questions or are challenged by the work, reach 

out to your teacher and use the new X-block time in our schedule.  
 
Here is a summary of the important adjustments and parts that'll remain the same (this 

comes directly from the document):  
Key Differences in the Future: 

1. Work will be posted in Classroom by 6pm on Sundays to give you more time to plan your week. CHANGE 
FROM: work getting posted on Monday mornings.  

2. Teachers will hold In Person Class Sessions with each period on either Tuesday or Thursday. These will be 
synchronous times to connect with students in a face-to-face manner and provide academic instruction/support 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HT-kStnGXRyOd5-OZ3ZHlYv1U_aOjhSHHZUpA4E_E2c/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kLrELjMP4QZL498_BgrBgMv7LrOWCNIu-RTqj7z0ZN0/copy


using Google Meet or Zoom. CHANGE FROM: previously teachers could be available for students during this 
time, but not necessarily come together.  

3. Teachers will use at least one of the scheduled X-blocks (on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday) to be available to 
support students who have questions or need further academic support. Teachers will coordinate which 
students they meet with and will use Google Meet or Zoom to schedule the individual or group supports. 
Teachers may use multiple X-block periods to support students. CHANGE FROM: Some of this Q&A support 
happened during Tuesday/Thursday office hours or was scheduled at random times. This creates a clear 
structure for everyone and ensures multiple ways - and days - to connect with teachers during the week.  

4. Classes that meet outside of the school day (it is a very small number) now have a designated time to meet 
(Period S). CHANGE FROM: a few classes had to find time to meet around our existing structure; now they 
have a clear time to plan for.  

Key Consistencies from the Past:  

1. Teachers will post a Week-at-a-Glance that details class sessions, X-block times and the weekly assignments. 

2. Teachers will assign work that takes students approximately two hours per week to complete; this could be 
one sustained time for projects and longer tasks, or multiple periods of time addressing multiple assignments.  

3. Teachers will respond to email in a timely manner, ideally within 24 hours during the week.  

4. Materials and assignments should focus on and emphasize essential learning and content for the particular 
course.  

5. Live instruction during class sessions will be paired with other ways of accessing the material.  

6. Academic content will be graded and then assessed as “credit/no credit” (which is set at a 75%) to incentivize 
continuous learning while acknowledging the challenging situation we face.  

 
 
If you have any questions about our Remote Learning plan, please submit them through this very short Google Form. I 
will address questions that come up in future communications.  
 
 
We all miss you and truly wish we were all walking the halls of NHS and together again. Although we obviously can't 
do that, our plan does keep us connected and keeps your learning progressing. Stay engaged with your classes and 
with your work. We know it's hard, but we also know you can definitely do this. We're here to help.  
 
 
Take care and stay safe, 
Mr. Sicotte 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfYB8U2j57tPfc4_Jbea0bS7wEza6_yF8xFDWuZ2DL-Q36fkg/viewform?usp=sf_link

